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Ride Hailing

Uber’s Progress

Ride-hailing is an especially interconnected industry. From the sale of its China operations, Uber owns a
roughly 15% stake in Didi, worth more than $7 billion on paper, and Didi owns a small stake in Uber.
However, the companies’ executives have vowed to compete against each other globally.

Once a ride-hailing company establishes a large lead in a market, it can be difficult to displace it. Didi and
Uber also share the same outside investor, SoftBank, the Japan-based conglomerate. Uber’s operating
performance has been showing improvement for several quarters now.

Uber reduced its net loss 16% in the three months to June 30, Q2 year-on-year revenue growth rate
slowed to 41% from 55%, and decelerated sharply in the Q3 to 34%, likely due to competition from Lyft
as well as difficulties in attracting new drivers. Uber’s gross bookings were $12.7 billion, up 6% despite
the decelerating growth, as it improved its cost sectors.

The U.K., led by London, is likely on pace to generate around $2 billion annually for Uber based on its
current size, and it accounts for as much as half of Uber’s Europe revenue (France is the No. 2 market).
And New York is likely on pace to generate more than $2 billion in revenue, according to a former
employee familiar with the markets.

Mexico City is likely on track to generate more than $1 billion annually, as are both Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro in Brazil, which make up the majority of Uber’s revenue in South America. Russia recently was on
pace to generate more than $1 billion annually. But Uber now holds a large minority stake in the market
leader, Yandex.

In Africa, Uber has a firm grip on such countries as Ghana, Uganda and Tanzania, but it is Uber’s
smallest region by revenue, with many impediments to growth. San Francisco, by itself, is bigger than
sub-Saharan Africa by revenue.
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Source and notes:

(1) CB Insights, Crunchbase, Bloomberg and company data as at December 2018.

(2) Map: The Information



Uber Technologies Inc. and Lyft Inc. are solidifying plans for initial public offerings next year, when a
wide pool of investors will decide what the money-losing ride-hailing businesses are actually worth.

Analysts are speculating that Uber could be one of the most valuable IPOs, with sources stating that
major banks have valued the business to IPO at US$120 Billion.

Meanwhile, Lyft has selected JPMorgan Chase & Co., along with Credit Suisse Group AG and Jefferies
Financial Group Inc., to lead an offering in the first half of next year. Uber Chief Executive Officer
Dara Khosrowshahi has said publicly that the company is targeting an offering in the second half of
2019. But he’s now considering moving up that date, said some of the people familiar with the
matter. Khosrowshahi recently said privately that he wants the company to go public in the first half
of the year, one of the people said.

That timing could create conflicts for Lyft’s plan for a listing, Lyft announced that it had filed the
confidential public stock offering documents to be reviewed by the Securities and Exchange
Commission on the 6th December 2018. Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. and JD.com Inc., two fierce
Chinese e-commerce rivals, went public within months of each other, and that could happen again
with Uber and Lyft. Didi

Source and notes:

(1)CB Insights, Crunchbase and company data as at December 2018.

(2)The above figures were detailed in financials released by the respective firms.

First To IPO

Uber & Lyft Solidifying IPO Plans 
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Continued economic uncertainty and increased public equity market volatility due to the trade war and poor
macroeconomic outlook have resulted in less companies ‘taking the plunge’ and going public. Nonetheless
recent listed Unicorns and their post listing performance have managed make decent gains for pre-IPO
investor’s that found an IPO exit. Sonos gave pre-IPO unicorn investors the best return at IPO, at 1.5x from
their last funding round valuation of US$0.6 Billion on April 25, 2017.

Analysts have stated that one reason that less unicorns have gone public in the last quarter due to the rise
of readily available capital in the private markets “You could say we’ve gone from a ‘public IPO’ to a ‘private
IPO’ market with these huge venture capital rounds,”. Private shares have additionally been increasingly
liquid, and has become an attractive investment class.
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Recent Unicorn Exits

Unicorn listings performed
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Source and notes:

(1) CB Insights, Crunchbase and company data as at December 2018.

(2) The above valuation were derived based on the latest funding round disclosed in public sources including on CB Insights, Crunchbase and public news.

(3) The Current Gain represents gains on market capitalization from IPO Price.



Disclaimer

No information set out or referred to in this research report shall

form the basis of any contract. The issue of this research report

shall not be deemed to be any form of binding offer or

commitment on the part of Ericsenz Capital Pte. Ltd (“Ericsenz

Capital Pte. Ltd). This research report is provided for use by the

intended recipient for information purposes only. It is prepared

on the basis that the recipients are sophisticated investors with a

high degree of financial sophistication and knowledge. This

research report and any of its information is not intended for use

by private or retail investors in Singapore or any other jurisdiction.

You, as the recipient of this research report, acknowledge and

agree that no person has nor is held out as having any authority

to give any statement, warranty, representation, or undertaking

on behalf of Ericsenz Capital in connection with the contents of

this research report. Although the information contained in this

research report has been prepared in good faith, no

representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made

and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Ericsenz

Capital. In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given as to the

accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of any projections,

targets, estimates or forecasts contained in this research report

or in such other written or oral information that may be provided

by Ericsenz Capital. The information in this research report may

be subject to change at any time without notice. Ericsenz Capital

is under no obligation to provide you with any such updated

information. All liability is expressly excluded to the fullest extent

permitted by law. Without prejudice to the generality of the

foregoing, no party shall have any claim for innocent or

negligent misrepresentation based upon any statement in this

research report or any representation made in relation thereto.

Liability (if it would otherwise but for this paragraph have arisen)

for death or personal injury caused by the negligence of

Ericsenz Capital, or any of its respective affiliates, agents or

employees, is not hereby excluded nor is damage caused by

their fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

This research report should not be construed in any

circumstances as an offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy

any security or other financial instrument, nor shall they, or the

fact of the distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in

connection with, any contract relating to such action. The

information contained in this research report has no regard for

the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of

any specific entity and is not a personal recommendation to

anyone. Persons reading this research report should make their

own investment decisions based upon their own financial

objectives and financial resources and, if in any doubt, should

seek advice from an investment advisor. Past performance of

securities is not necessarily a guide to future performance and

the value of securities may fall as well as rise. In particular,

investments in the technology.
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The information contained in this research report is based on

materials and sources that are believed to be reliable; however,

they have not been independently verified and are not

guaranteed as being accurate. The information contained in this

research report is not intended to be a complete statement or

summary of any securities, markets, reports or developments

referred to herein. No representation or warranty, either express

or implied, is made or accepted by Ericsenz Capital, its

members, directors, officers, employees, agents or associated

undertakings in relation to the accuracy, completeness or

reliability of the information in this research report nor should it

be relied upon as such. This research report may contain

forward-looking statements, which involve risks and

uncertainties. Forward-looking information is provided for

illustrative purposes only and is not intended to serve as, and

must not be relied upon as a guarantee, an assurance, a

prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Actual

events and circumstances are difficult or impossible to predict

and may differ fromassumptions.

Any and all opinions expressed are current opinions as of the

date appearing on the documents included in this research

report. Any and all opinions expressed are subject to change

without notice and Ericsenz Capital is under no obligation to

update the information contained in this researchreport.

Accordingly, its contents have not been prepared in accordance

with legal requirements designed to promote the independence

of investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on

dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. The

individuals who prepared the information contained in this

research report may be involved in providing other financial

services to the company or companies referenced in this

research report or to other companies who might be said to be

competitors of the company or companies referenced in this

research report. Ericsenz Capital and/or connected persons

may, from time to time, have positions in, make a market in

and/ or effect transactions in any investment or related

investment mentioned in this research report and may provide

financial services to the issuers of such investments. The

information contained in this research report or any copy of part

thereof should not be accessed by a person in any jurisdictions

where its access may be restricted by law and persons into

whose possession the information in this research report comes

should inform themselves about, and observe, any such

restrictions. Neither should the information contained in this

research report, or any part thereof, be redistributed or

disclosed to anyone without the prior consent of Ericsenz

Capital. Accordingly, information may be available to Ericsenz

Capital that is not reflected in this material and Ericsenz Capital

may have acted upon or used the information prior to or

immediately following its publication.


